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Dear parents and carers, 
 
What a fantastic community we have! 
 
We just wanted to catch up with you and say a huge thank you. We are in truly challenging times 
and you have been so supportive in responding to our daily requests. 
 
Firstly, thank you to everyone for the “Pick up and drop off” efficiency and the wearing of masks- it 
really helps to ensure we can start the day promptly and keep us safe. 
 
Learning at home is very different and so we would also like to say thank you for all of your efforts 
alongside your children and their teachers to ensure the children get the best education we can 
give them. 
 
There will be times when your child may struggle with the learning- make sure you give them time 
to work things through themselves- we want their learning to be real and the thinking part is 
important. Getting things wrong and learning from mistakes is a powerful way to embed 
knowledge. But if you are worried, please do contact us- remember this is new to us too! 
 
Lastly a plea to our critical workers; school is as safe as we can make it under Government 
guidelines. However, the advice remains “Parents and carers who are critical workers should keep 
their children at home if they can.” Please let us know if your circumstances change and you are 
able to keep your child at home. 
 
We are all proud to be part of the Federation family- Keep going, keep sharing and keep safe. 
 
Warm regards  
 
 
Wendy Bolton              Rachelle Tomkins    Caroline Wood 
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